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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Twenty-Ninth Day: Wednesday, January 10, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 292-85-50-39—29%W, 59%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #3 R Little Secret (3rd race)—2-1 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #9 Twistcat Candy (3rd race)—15-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)PARTY TARDE: Aired for $6,250 in last; hooks light crew on slight rise   
(#8)UN PO DI VINO: On the drop for Breen; is capable fresh and consistent 
(#6)FIORE: Improved off the claim, likes GP; “bullet” move in the holster 
(#7)MISS STALWART: Takes next logical step up; wheeled back off claim 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-6-7 
 
 
RACE TWO—OFF TURF 
(#9)TWISTCAT CANDY: Exits a “live” heat; appreciates “good” main track   
(#2)FROSTY THE DRAGON: Capable fresh and drops; useful on “off” going 
(#3)TIME WILL TELL: Sketchy past form with blinkers but gets class relief 
(#1)SON OF GREATNESS: Improved with blinkers back “on”; dirt x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-2-3-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)R LITTLE SECRET: Chestnut is the speed of the speed; much tighter   
(#2)ONEBRETHATATIME: Improving, sits pocket trip; hood “off” the key? 
(#5)FLASH ME NOT: Sharp 12-31 gate move; barn solid with first-timers 
(#6)ASHLIE NICOLE: Exits quick heat, gets Lasix, and a 7 lb. weight break 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-5-6 
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RACE FOUR—OFF TURF 
(#1)RICHIE’SLILWILDCAT: Won 2-of-3 on the main track; route-to-sprint 
(#2)RED DREAD: Sitting on a big race in second off layoff; useful dirt form   
(#9)MRS. RAMONA G.: Wide trip hurt in Big A. stakes; bred to handle dirt 
(#3)LITTLE BRIDGE: Broke maiden in the slop; blinkers “on”, J. Ortiz up 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-9-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE—OFF TURF 
(#2)BERNINI: First-timer catches a light crew on debut for a $20,000 tag 
(#1)MISTER SENSE: Green but game in sloppy debut; added distance suits 
(#6)NONNO NINO: Chased a quick opening 1/4-mile in last; fits for $20K 
(#7)HOWDY BOY: Beaten 4 lengths & change vs. similar in last; improves 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-6-7 
 
 
RACE SIX—OFF TURF 
(#5)SINGANOTHERSONG: Won 3-of-7 on “off” tracks; Navarro off the claim  
(#1)ALL ABOUT YASOM: Moving the right way; likes dirt with moisture  
(#3)MY VALIDATION: Placed in 7-of-19 on dirt; bred to love an “off” strip 
(#10)CHIEF EXCHANGER: Pedigree is dirt-oriented; attracts J. Ortiz, Jr. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-3-10 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#8)SILVA QUEEN: Plummets in class for high-percentage barn; hood “off”   
(#7)QUACK QUACK: Rolling late going 7F in last; cuts back an eighth today 
(#1)COMMISSIONED: Closer will be tighter; rallies late for a minor placing 
(#6)SWEET DEAL: No blinkers today, creeps up; start away from her best? 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-1-6 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)VALDOCCO: Hooks dicey crew in 1st start vs. winners; aired for $30K   
(#4)JERSEY STREET: One-paced off the shelf in last; tighter this go-around 
(#3)ADIOS LITTLE ED: Professional debut win; steps up and tries winners 
(#7)MR JOSHUA: “Cat hopped” in debut for Zerpa; first start as a gelding 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-4-3-7 
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RACE NINE—OFF TURF 
(#9)NO SWEAT: 7F on dirt in her wheelhouse; second start off sidelines   
(#3)PHANTOM OPENING: Big try in last off the shelf; has a dirt pedigree 
(#12)HIDDEN TO WIN: Placed in last 4 starts; wide draw O.K. out of chute 
(#11)MAGALIE: Improved upon return to main track; no blinkers suits 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-3-12-11 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)MIDNIGHTONBROADWAY: Belsoeur Barn hits at a 23% clip off claim   
(#9)EXPLOSIVE BAND: Toss last around two-turns; placed in 4-of-6 on dirt 
(#5)PRINCE OF ENGLAND: Lost all chance at the start last time; has speed 
(#6)LITTLE SKY: Third in strung-out field on the main track in last start 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-9-5-6 


